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Reconstruction and roughening of a catalytic Pt„110… surface coupled to kinetic oscillations
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Department of Chemical Engineering, Technion, 32000 Technion City, Haifa, Israel

and Minerva Center for Nonlinear Physics of Complex Systems and Institute of Catalysis Science and Technology, Technion,
~Received 2 July 2002; published 5 November 2002!

Three-dimensional reconstruction and roughening of a Pt~110! surface is studied with the help of a qualita-
tive Monte Carlo model. A distinct CO adsorption uptake on different surface phases is taken into account. The
computations show that a ‘‘missing row’’ structure with defects relaxes to a more stable~111!-faceted structure.
The CO1O2 reaction kinetics is modeled by a phenomenological equation with a cubic nonlinearity repro-
ducing a correct qualitative picture of oscillations. The surface roughening developing under the reaction
conditions causes slow changes in catalytic activity of the surface. A nanoscale front between the 131 and
132 phases disintegrates due to repeated phase transitions caused by CO coverage oscillations. Defect for-
mation and roughening dominate the dynamics of surface phase transitions. A one-dimensional extension of the
model reproduces microscopic traveling waves on the CO diffusion scale.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.66.051601 PACS number~s!: 82.65.1r, 82.40.Np, 68.43.2h
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I. INTRODUCTION

Catalytic reactions on oriented single crystals often
hibit rate oscillations and produce a variety of spatiotempo
patterns on themm scale@1#. The most thoroughly studied
system of this kind is CO oxidation on Pt~110! @1–4#. The
mechanism of rate oscillations and pattern formation in
1O2 /Pt reaction under low pressure isothermal condition
based on an adsorbate-induced surface phase transition
trolled by the CO coverage.

It is well known that~110! and ~100! surfaces of many
transition metals undergo reversible surface reconstruc
@5# which can be lifted by some adsorbates, e.g., CO or
@6–9#. The reconstruction reduces the surface energy o
clean ~110! surface of a face-centered cubic~fcc! lattice of
such metals as Rh, Pd, Ir, Pt, Au, Ag, etc., by creating
‘‘missing row,’’ or 132 structure with the sides of the row
forming ~111! facets. Since the~111! structure is character
ized by lower surface free energy, the geometries expo
the most extensive~111! facets are favored@10–12#. Higher-
order 13n superstructures are favored as well, in as much
they exhibit~111! facets@10#.

The reconstruction is lifted at high CO coverage. The
stored 131 structure has higher catalytic activity, main
due to a larger oxygen sticking coefficient. The reaction
duces the CO coverage, prompting reconstruction, etc.
adsorbate plays the role of a fast global activator in a co
mon oscillation and pattern formation mechanism, while
phase transition responsible for changes in catalytic acti
plays the role of a slow inhibitor. Since both 131→132
reconstruction and its reverse involve mass transport,
peated transitions accompanying kinetic oscillations m
lead to roughening and faceting of an originally flat surfa
This, in turn, may cause slow changes in average cata
activity observed in the experiment@13–18#.

A number of more or less realistic phenomenologi
mean-field~MF! models based on reaction-diffusion~RD!
systems have been developed during the last decade in
to describe microscopic spatiotemporal patterns in catal
reactions@19–31#. Simulation of pattern formation in the
1063-651X/2002/66~5!/051601~9!/$20.00 66 0516
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CO1O2 /Pt(110) reaction with the help of a realistic R
model @20# reproduced spiral waves patterns under osci
tory, excitable, and bistable conditions. Phenomenolog
models of the FitzHugh-Nagumo type reproduced qual
tively target patterns@21# and spirals of different shapes i
NO reduction on Rh~110! surface@22#, as well as traveling
wave fragments in excitable media@23#. In all these models
spatial coupling was introduced through adsorbate surf
diffusion, including also effects of surface anisotrop
@22,23#.

A somewhat different approach was taken in mod
based on the dynamics of fronts in systems with separa
spatial scales, including the transition between Ising Blo
fronts @25–27# and taking into account effect of front curva
ture @28–30#. Generally, a front is defined as a bounda
between two stable or metastable states of a short-scale
variable set into motion under the action of a long-ran
controlling field variable. The commonly used models i
clude a long-range inhibitor shifting the equilibrium betwe
the two competing states of a short-scale activator. Due
the large scale separation, the equation of the short-s
variable can be replaced by a kinematic equation of bou
ary dynamics~BD! for the normal speed of the front depen
ing on the local value of the long-range variable as well
the curvature. This method has been applied to model la
rinth patterns@29# and islands dynamics on a roughened s
face @30#. The BD method is also applicable to strongly a
isotropic surfaces@31#.

Neither usual MF models nor BD method are able to
solve the local dynamics of surface reconstruction and t
into account surface roughening and faceting, which m
strongly affect catalytic activity@13–18#. This prompted the
interest to application of Monte Carlo~MC! techniques al-
lowing us to elucidate nanoscopic effects of surface rec
struction@32,33#. Imbihl et al. @32# reproduced qualitatively
the development of a regular facet structure due to the
face restructuring on Pt~110! during CO oxidation with the
help of a one-dimensional~1D! MC model. Experimentally,
the faceting is observed within a certain range of CO pr
surespCO, and leads to an increase in catalytic activity@13–
©2002 The American Physical Society01-1
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18. The 1D model has, of course, severe limitations, si
only 1D interactions between nearest neighboring~NN! sites
can be included.

MC simulations of the 132→131 transition caused by
CO adsorption were carried out by Thostrupet al. @33# using
realistic values of the energies of Pt-Pt interactions; the
sults compared well with scanning tunnel microscope~STM!
observations. Another MC model extended to micro-sc
@34# described explicitly the adsorbate dynamics and kine
of CO oxidation, but accounted for the 131
 hex recon-
struction on Pt~100! just by tagging the surface sites. Th
model generated spatiotemporal patterns even without
inclusion of CO diffusion, as the reaction-driven front r
moved the adsorbates from NN adjacent sites and ca
surface phase transition and local synchronization of osc
tions. Zhdanov and Kasemo@35# simulated explicitly both
the reversible 132
131 reconstruction on a 2D lattic
and adsorbate dynamics. The displacement of both Pt at
and adsorbate was governed by a Metropolis rule@36,37#.
The probabilities of the elementary steps, such as CO and2

adsorption and desorption, O2 dissociation and CO1O reac-
tion, were deduced from macroscopic data, and the ener
of Pt-Pt interactions were similar to those used in Ref.@33#.
The reconstruction model included, however, only motion
a 2D plane and did not take into account 3D roughen
effects.

The aim of this communication is to give a qualitativ
Monte Carlo model describing dynamics of Pt~110! surface
reconstruction and 3D roughening and faceting under re
tive conditions on atomic scale. The model, described in
tail in Sec. II, accounts explicitly for 3D motion of Pt atom
but treats the more diffusive adsorbate as a global varia
averaged over surface nanodomains. We first apply
model in Sec. III to the study of equilibrium surface structu
and relaxation following a step change of adsorbate co
age. Next, we describe in Sec. IV the dynamics of rough
ing coupled to kinetic oscillations on a nanodomain with t
adsorbate coverage constant in space. We use phenom
logical kinetic equation of the time-dependent Ginzbu
Landau ~TDGL! type, which is known to give a correc
qualitative picture of oscillations. We show in Sec. V th
fronts between 131 and 132 phases do not persist on a
atomic scale but disintegrate due to surface roughening
Sec. VI we extend our nanoscale model to larger scales
cluding the adsorbate diffusion, and show that spatial s
chronization of chemical oscillations leads to formation
propagating waves with the wavelength commensurate w
the adsorbate diffusion range.

A more realistic kinetic Monte Carlo~KMC! @37# simula-
tions taking into account distinct activation barriers for
ementary atomic jumps and using realistic adsorbate dyn
ics will be described in a future communication. KM
simulations consume much more computer time because
alistic transition rates for slow and fast process may differ
7–10 orders of magnitude@38#. Our preliminary data sugges
that the effects of reaction-induced roughening obtained h
with the help of a simple phenomenological model are
tained qualitatively also in KMC computations.
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II. THE MODEL

By our definition, the~110! surface of a fcc lattice con
sists of 2N2 nodes; each of them is marked by an integeL
defining the upper occupied level, as shown in Fig. 1. O
atoms occupying free top sites~i.e., not covered by any
neighboring atom in the higher layer! are allowed to move.
Their total number never exceedsN2; the upper limit corre-
sponds to the regular 131 structure. It is assumed that th
atomic structure has no overhangs, i.e., each surface ato
always based on four occupied sites in the layer below. M
details can be found in Ref.@39#. The energy of the surface
atoms is assumed to be dependent on the occupancy o
four nearest sites in the same layer:

E5(
i

niEi , ~1!

where the indexi denotes the ‘‘vertical’’ and ‘‘horizontal’’
NN positions (i 5v,h) and Ei is the Pt-Pt binding energy
between NN atoms. The vertical and horizontal directio
are parallel to@11̄0# and@001# axis, respectively. The differ-
ence betweenEv andEh accounts for the anisotropy of th
~110! plane. A positiveEh makes 132 reconstruction ener
getically favorable, whereas the 131 structure becomes pre
ferred whenEh decreases below zero.

The general dependence of binding energies on CO c
erage (u) reads,

Ei5ei1qi~u!, ~2!

whereei is i th energy component for the clean 132 surface
and the functionqi(u) accounts for the repulsive action o
CO molecules adsorbed on pairs of NN top atoms. We
sume that CO molecules migrate rapidly between adjac
NN top sites. This allows us to use a mean-field approxim

FIG. 1. Representation of the Pt~110! surface.~a! @11̄0#-section
of a roughened~110! surface.~b! The surface relief is characterize
by the matrix of heights of top sites~integer numbers!. Free top
atoms marked by an asterisk are allowed to move.
1-2
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tion for CO coverage. It is well known that CO adsorptio
destabilizes the 132 state favoring the 131 structure. This
can be modeled by makingEh a decreasing function of th
surface-averaged CO coverageu, while keepingEv constant.
As saturation CO surface coverage is reached,Eh tends to be
close toEv , so that 131 patches are almost isotropic@33#.
Taking into account the fact that CO sticking probabilities
different surface configurations are not the same@33#, we
assume the following linear dependence of the interac
energies onu:

Ei5ei1qi3H u131
CO on 131 phase

u rest
CO on the rest of configurations,

~3!

with

u131
CO 5u@u1311~12u131!/k#21 and u rest

CO5u131
CO /k,

~4!

whereu131
CO and u rest

CO are CO coverages on 131 phase and
the rest of the configurations, respectively;u is the total CO
coverage,u131 is the surface fraction of 131 phase and the
ratio 1/k describes a relative uptake of CO on the 132
patches and defects. The values used in the following c
putations areev520.225 eV, eh50.05 eV, qv50 eV, qh
520.275 eV. The values ofev and eh were chosen to be
close to those used by Thostrupet al. @33#. We have fittedqv
and qh in order to obtain the onset of 132→131 recon-
struction whenu reaches the critical valueucr'0.25, in ac-
cordance with the experiment@9#. The linear dependence o
Ev and Eh on u is shown in Fig. 2~a!. The transition prob-
abilities for surface atoms are calculated according to
Metropolis rule@36#

FIG. 2. ~a! The linear dependence of NN-interaction energies
CO coverageu. ~b! The nullcline of Eq.~6! showing an adsorption
reaction hysteresis. The levelu* denotes the Maxwell construction
~Coexistence of the two phases is kinetically unstable.!
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Wi5minH expS 2
DEi

kBTD ,1J , ~5!

whereDEi is the energy difference between the new and
positions,kB is the Boltzmann constant@eV/K# andT is the
temperature. Activation energies are not taken into acco
which actually implies that all possible transitions are a
sumed to have identical activation energies. The reconst
tion attempts are carried out in the following sequence:~i! a
random upper-layer atom is selected on the lattice by usin
congruential generator of uniformly distributed pseudora
dom numbers@37,40#!; ~ii ! for the chosen free atom, possib
transition sites are determined;~iii ! the transition is executed
with the probability defined by Eq.~5!. The number of at-
tempts equal to the lattice dimension, 2N2, is called a Monte
Carlo step~MCS!.

A realistic mean-field model of the CO1O2 /Pt(110) re-
action contains three dynamic variables describing the c
erages of CO, atomic oxygen and active (131) phase@9#.
Nevertheless, only CO adsorption is known to be import
for the surface reconstruction. The reconstruction proc
limits the catalytic activity of the surface, while the oxyge
adsorption, dissociation as well as chemical reaction oc
ing on active surface patches can be considered as relat
fast processes. We focus our atention on the reconstruc
problem and, for the sake of simplicity, replace the realis
chemical kinetics by a TDGL equation which reproduces
correct qualitative picture of oscillations. Therefore, rath
than solving two ordinary differential equations includin
CO and O2 adsorption/desorption, O2 dissociation and
chemical reaction terms, we will use a single equation fo
global variablev of the same form as in Ref.@21#:

1

g8

]v
]t

5v2v32h, ~6!

whereg8 is a time scale ratio. The variablev models action
of the CO adsorbate lifting the 132→131 reconstruction
and plays a role of ‘‘fast activator.’’ The oxygen coverage
slaved to the CO coverage and therefore its action is
included explicitly. Equation~6! has two stable stationar
states biased by the level of a ‘‘slow inhibitor,’’ which i
defined here in such a way that the levelh50 corresponds to
the Maxwell construction. We interpret it here as a surfa
state variable that models adsorption and catalytic prope
of the surface. The multiplicity region in Eq.~6! lies within
the interval22/A3<v<2/A3, therefore, the correspondenc
to the actual CO coverage is established through the rela
v52/A3(au21). We define the feedback of the surfa
structure through the fraction of active top sites by setting
Eq. ~6! h5b(u top2u* ). This introduces a bias in favor o
the low-coverage state due to chemical reaction when
fraction of active top sitesu top is high, and in favor of
the high-coverage state~due to CO adsorption! when
u top is low. In the ideal case we would have max(utop)51
(N2 free top atoms! on the 131 surface and min(utop)
50.5 (N2/2 free top atoms! on the 132 surface. Then the
level h50 should correspond tou* 50.75 and the constan

n

1-3
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b should be equal to 8/(3A3). Since, however, the surfac
structure has many defects,u top never reaches either 0.5 or
The variation rangeDu top is less than 0.5, therefore, it i
appropriate to chooseu* ,0.75, a.2, and b.8/(3A3),
e.g., u* 50.74, a53.2, andb54.2. Figure 2~b! illustrates
the nullcline of Eq.~6! and the hysteretic relaxation betwee
the two states.

We solve numerically the following equation:

g21
]u

]t
5

2

A3
~2u21!2

8

3A3
~2u21!32a~u top2u* !,

~7!

with g5g8A3/4. The constantg characterizes the reactio
rate. In the following computations we chooseDt50.01 and
vary g. The variableu top is averaged over the entire na
odomain surface.

The computations have been carried out in the follow
sequence:~i! executing 1 MCS52N2 attempts on the atomic
lattice usingu from the previous time step to calculate th
transition probabilities;~ii ! solving Eq.~7! on the next time
step using the data on the surface relief and CO fracti
from the previous time step;~iii ! computing statistical char
acteristics of the surface data (u top and dispersion! to be used
in the next iteration. The following computations have be
carried out on the nanodomain lattice consisting of 23502

atoms.
The surface roughening is measured by the variance

top occupied lattice sites, ^Li
2&2^Li&

2, where i
51, . . . ,2N2. The variance is equal to 0.25 and 0.5 for t
ideal 131 and 132 structures, respectively.

III. SURFACE RELAXATION

We investigate first the equilibrium surface structure. T
saturation curves shown in Fig. 3 have been obtained f
long run computations at different values of CO coveragu
and uptake ratiok. At u,0.1 the 132 state covers the sur
face. Small patches of the 131 phase nucleate atu;0.2.
Further increase ofu leads to the formation of large island
of the 131 phase coexisting with the 132 patches and de

FIG. 3. Dependence of the equilibrium 131 fraction on CO
coverage simulated at varied values of CO uptake ratiok. For com-
parison, the steady-state dependence ofu131 on u obtained from
the surface phase transition model of Krischeret al. is shown by the
dashed line.
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fects. The phase coexistence interval extends to higher
coverages at larger values of the parameterk. At u.0.6, the
131 phase prevails. The fraction of 131 phase is calculated
asu1315n131 /N2, wheren131 is the number of atoms in a
close-packed configuration, i.e., those having eight nea
neighbors. Boundary atoms are not counted; therefore,
maximum value ofu131 is about 0.85. The simulations o
the surface relaxation indicate that the 132 surface with
defects may be unstable. At low temperatures (T;350 K)
the 132 surface shown in Figs. 4~a!, 4~b! is thermodynami-
cally stable. An increase of temperature (T;1100 K) causes
the relaxation of a relatively flat 132 surface to the~111!-
faceted 13n superstructure shown in Figs. 4~a!, 4~d!. The
dynamics of this transition is presented in Figs. 4~c!, 4~e!.
The available data@11# suggest that 13n superstructures are
more stable than the 132 surface, but the conditions causin
such higher-order reconstructions involve some more co
plicated treatment, e.g., heating in an oxygen atmosphere
the same time, experimental studies show that at higT
~about 1025 K! a well-ordered 132 surface undergoes
roughening transition to disordered state. This transition c
not be described without taking into account activation b
riers for atomic jumps in our model. Introducing activatio
energies will prevent fast reconstruction to the stable~111!-
faceted structure blocking the following reconstruction.

IV. OSCILLATIONS AND ROUGHENING

Since repeated phase transitions accompanying kinetic
cillations involve mass transport, it is natural to expect
increase of roughening during the oscillations. This is,
deed, confirmed by the computations presented below.
roughening occurs as a result of the reverse 131→132
transformation initiated by a fast decrease of CO consum
by the reaction. The Pt atoms blocked by CO in the clo
packed 131 configuration at highu hop to the layer above
as soon as the reaction removes CO from the surface.
hopping occurs most easily on those atomic configurati
where only one (11̄0) NN pair exists, i.e., at boundaries o
131 domains. Atomic steps formed at the initial stage
such a transition are distributed in an irregular way along
boundary, but further decrease of CO favors formation
atomic rows in the (11̄0) direction, leading to the formation
of a 13n surface structure. The lowest energy state
reached when the number of~001! NN pairs of Pt atoms is
reduced to a minimum. When CO covers the surface agai
shifts a part of the top Pt atoms to the layer below to fo
the 131 structure which has more capacity for CO adso
tion. Single Pt adatoms remaining on the upper layer migr
chaotically on the quasistable 131 surface and merge in
clusters. Thus, chemical oscillations cause formation of
races on the surface.

As new atomic layers are built onto the terraces, the s
face relief develops pyramid-shaped hills. Mobility of th
atoms forming the hill slopes is strongly restricted, a
therefore they are not involved in the reconstruction. Th
the regime of oscillations changes with the developmen
3D surface roughening. More ordered pyramid structure
1-4
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FIG. 4. Relaxation of the 132 surface.~a! A @11̄0# section showing the 132 structure~black circles! and 13n superstructure~gray
circles! with a larger area of~111! facets.~b! and~d! fragments of the 132 and 13n surfaces.~c! and~e! a 132→13n transition caused

by an increase of temperatureT. The fraction of~111! facetsu111 increases while the fraction of the top@11̄0#-oriented rowsu top, u132

decreases.
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form spontaneously, with the pyramid sides consisting
stable~111! facets parallel to (11̄0) axis.

The development of roughening depends on the reac
rate. When the reaction rate is relatively slow (g;1) the
oscillation period fluctuates randomly and does not sho
tendency to regular growth, while the oscillation amplitu
decreases. In the case of a high reaction rate (g@1), the
amplitude remains large but the oscillation period tends
grow with increasing roughening. Atk51, the roughening
increases gradually with time at any values ofg; the active
surface area decreases, and eventually the oscillations
@Figs. 5~a!, 5~b!#. The oscillations dynamics is sensitive
the fraction of top sites involved in the reconstruction p
cess. A terraced surface obtained after the halt of oscillat
is shown in Fig. 6. The final state fluctuates close to the ri
hand side extremum of the nullcline@Fig. 2~b!#. Increasing
the parameterk extends the bistability region, as shown
Fig. 3. At k51.5, 2, and 3, the oscillations do not stop; t
roughening remains relatively low and fluctuates about av
age levels depending onk @Fig. 5~c!#. No oscillations were
obtained at largerk.

At k51 the variance grows continuously even after t
halt of oscillations@Fig. 5~c!#. This result disagrees with th
experimental observations and calculations of Imbihlet al.
@18,32#. This contradiction can be resolved in KMC calcul
tions @38# where activation barriers for atomic jumps are a
signed.

V. NANOSCOPIC FRONT DISINTEGRATION

If the initial conditions include a sharp boundary betwe
the 131 and 132 phases, spreading of a more stable st
05160
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through a front propagation would be expected in a M
model. MC computations show, however, that the front d
integrates due to effects of roughening. Figure 7 show
sequence of frames captured at different time moments
ing externally imposed stepwise changes ofu. The first
frame shows coexisting 131 and 132 patches separated b
the front when CO coverage is about the Maxwell constr
tion valueu50.3 @see Fig. 2~b!#. The simulations are carried
out at a sufficiently low temperature in order to preve
nucleation of defects inside the 132 phase and the furthe
reconstruction through a ‘‘hole eating’’ mechanism. Thus,
two phases, as well as the front between them are stab
mean-field approximation.

A decrease ofu ~frame 2! causes the boundary atoms
hop to the higher layer. This initiates a fingerlike structu
propagating along the@11̄0# direction. The following in-
crease ofu ~frame 3! causes formation of disordered 131
clusters, and the rows of the 132 phase merge near th
front. The frames 4 to 7 in Fig. 7 show further front disint
gration under successive changes ofu. Such an instability of
the front leads to a strong increase of roughening. Figur
illustrates the atomic transport between the upper surf
layers. The variance measures the dispersion of atoms
tween different layers averaged along the@001# direction.
The labels in Fig. 8 mark the curves in accordance to
frames in Fig. 7.

The simulations show that the interphase front disin
grates during the oscillations. Since the number of top ato
on 131 phase is twice that on 132 phase, the phases cann
propagate without forming defects. Propagation of the 132
phase recovering the 131 surface and keeping 132 order
1-5
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M. MONINE AND L. PISMEN PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 051601 ~2002!
beyond the front is impossible due to the mass balance a
front. The phase propagation results from nucleation n
defect locations and local reconstruction inside the majo
phase. All of the above is true for any configuration of t
front separating the 132 and the 131 phases, but at highu
a front parallel to@11̄0# axis is more stable than that or
ented perpendicularly to the@11̄0# axis.

VI. WAVES ON MICROSCALE

In order to take into account the effect of microscopic C
diffusion, the system has been extended spatially in one

FIG. 5. ~a! Oscillations atg510 andk51. The oscillation pe-
riod increases prior to a halt of oscillations at about 73 200 MC
~b! The logarithm of the oscillation period vs the number of cyc
at variousk. ~c! The development of surface roughening at differe
k. The time moment when the oscillations stop is marked by
arrow.
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rection. We define a set of nanodomains (i 51, . . . ,nd),
where eachi th nanodomain is described by the average fr
tions of CO and top sites (u i and u top,i). All assumptions
specified before are valid for the extended model. The rec
struction attempts proceed uniformly on the entire surfa
area, but the respective transition probabilities depend on
CO coverage inside the particular nanodomain. Thus, the
no need of boundary conditions between the domains in
the simulated area. Periodic boundary conditions have b
used only at the edges.

The governing equation reads:

g21
]u

]t
5

2

A3
~2u21!2

8

3A3
~2u21!32a~u top2u* !

1D
]2u

]x2
, ~8!

.

t
n

FIG. 6. A roughened surface obtained after the halt of osci
tions atg510,k51. The simulated area consists of 23502 atoms.
~The lattice scale ratio 1/A2 is not preserved in this and the follow
ing figures.!

FIG. 7. A series of snapshots showing disintegration of a ‘‘p
pendicular’’ front caused by stepwise change of CO coverage.~1! A
sharp boundary between the alternative phases coexistingu
50.3. ~2,4,6!: propagation of the 132 phase at lowu. ~3,5,7!:
propagation of the 131 phase at highu.
1-6
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RECONSTRUCTION AND ROUGHENING OF A . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E66, 051601 ~2002!
whereD is the CO diffusivity on microscale. We solve E
~8! by means of an implicit scheme@40#. The adsorbate vari
able u is discretized on a grid ofnd nodes. A single nan-
odomain consists of 2N2 atoms, so that 1 MCS52N2nd .

The simulations started from random initial conditions~a
uniform random distribution of top atoms witĥL2&2^L&2

'0.5). The grid consisted of 200 nanodomains, each c
taining 23502 atoms. The Pt lattice constant along t

@11̄0# axis is 2.77 Å@7# and the lattice scale ratio isA2.
Thus, a single nanodomain measures;14 nm320 nm and
the estimated length of the simulated area extends to a
2.8 mm in the @11̄0# direction, or to about 4mm in the
@001# direction.

Figure 9 shows the development of 1D waves in the m
els extended in@11̄0# ~a!,~b! and @001# ~c!,~d! directions.
The (x,t)-contour plots of the CO coverage for the full set
nanodomains illustrate spontaneous formation and prop
tion of chemical waves. At the initial stage, one sees unifo
oscillations starting after 400 MCS@snapshots~a!,~c!#. At the
following stage, oscillations in single nanodomains tend
desynchronize, but synchronization between neighbo
nanodomains is maintained due to the microscale CO di
sion. This leads to the formation of traveling waves seen
Figs. 9~b!, 9~d!. The waves eventually split and run in tw

FIG. 8. The variance of top occupied lattice sites averaged a
the @001# axis. The numbers at the curves correspond to the sn
shots in Fig. 7.
05160
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opposite directions with the same constant speed up
collision point. Since the periodic boundary conditions ha
been used, the wave traveling to the left appears in the r
side of the simulated area. The same diffusivity has b
used in both computations. The propagation speed and w
lengths are insensitive to the surface anisotropy. This find
agrees with the conclusions presented in Ref.@2# and con-
sists in that the anisotropy of the experimentally observ
microscale patterns is attributed only to the adsorbate di
sion which is, actually, not the same in the@001# and@11̄0#
directions. Figure 10 shows the 131→132→131 transi-
tion between the nanodomains when the wave passes a
the @11̄0# axis. The width of the propagating 132 zone
~microscale wave! is about 0.1–0.4mm.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

Kinetic oscillations on a catalytic surface involve pr
cesses with widely separated spatial and temporal scales
not practical to use the same algorithm to model slow surf
restructuring, on the one side, and relatively fast adsorpt
surface diffusion and reaction involving the adsorbate, on
other side. Both are necessary ingredients of the mechan
of oscillation and pattern formation on the catalytic surfa
and patterns developing on themm scale strongly depend o
nanoscale surface phase transition and roughening.

Our way to overcome the computational challenge p
sented by scale separation is to apply the MC algorithm
the motion of Pt atoms only, while using use the mean-fi
approximation for the CO coverage. The CO fraction on
surface is averaged over the entire nanodomain area
simple linear dependence of Pt-Pt binding energy on the

g
p-

FIG. 9. Spacetime plots of traveling waves in the 1D simulatio
Black areas correspond to low CO coverage (u'0.05) and bright
areas correspond to high (u'0.55). Coefficients used in the simu
lation areg510,D53.
1-7
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eraged CO coverage, accounting also for different CO
takes on different surface configurations, allows us to fa
fully describe the reconstruction process, in qualitat
agreement with the experiment.

Our simulations demonstrate that defect formation a
roughening dominate the dynamics of surface phase tra
tions. The surface relaxation runs show that the 132 surface
with defects reconstructs to more stable 13n superstruc-
tures. When the initial configuration has a sharp bound
between the 131 and 132 phases, this nanoscale front di
integrates due to the repeated phase transitions caused b
coverage oscillations.

The Monte Carlo model coupled to phenomenological

FIG. 10. Snapshots of nanodomains showing a propaga
nanoscale 131→132→131 transition~a single traveling wave
is shown!.
n
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netic equation generates oscillations accompanied by rev
ible surface reconstruction. The repeated atomic transiti
cause roughening and faceting of an originally flat surfa
The oscillations period and amplitude are sensitive to
fraction of active top sites and to the value of CO upta
ratio k. A terraced surface has a reduced number of top ato
which can be involved in the reconstruction process. Mob
ity of the atoms on facet slopes is restricted; this may ca
halt of oscillations on strongly roughened or terraced surfa
An increase ofk causes slower relaxation between the alt
native surface phases and reduces roughening.

A spatial extension of the model including microscale C
diffusion reveals local synchronization of oscillations a
formation of traveling waves. The propagation speed of
waves and wavelengths are insensitive to the surface an
ropy. The microscale anisotropy stems from the anisotro
CO diffusion. The propagating fronts separating the alter
tive surface phases develop on the CO diffusion scale, wh
is the characteristic scale of patterns observed in the exp
ments. This scale far exceeds the diffusion scale of Pt ato
but the pattern formation as well as oscillations are sensi
to defects and roughening statistics governed by the sh
scale processes.

Our model is qualitative, as it does not include activati
barriers and realistic kinetics. It catches qualitative featu
of kinetic oscillations and dynamically induced roughenin
but cannot reproduce order/disorder transition at highT.
Computations taking into account activation barriers
single atomic jumps will be presented in a forthcoming co
munication.
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